1. Introduction. We consider those properties of turbulence in fluid of zero mean motion which can be deduced from the assumptions of spatial homogeneity and isotropy. The z-components of the velocity fluctuations at two points P(x) and P'(x') will be written as Ui and u\ . The spatial separation of P and P' is denoted by the vector £ = x' -x of magnitude r, where £<& = r2 and repeated indices imply summation over the values 1, 2 and 3.
It may be shown without difficulty1,2 that the condition of isotropy requires the correlation between w, and u\ , where i and j have arbitrary values, to depend only on the geometrical configuration defined by £ and unit vectors in the i-and ./-directions, and a single scalar function of r2. It can be represented as the typical component of a tensor of the second rank in the following manner: UiU'j = R'i = u' +£•*)'«] (i-» where the over-bar denotes a spatial mean value, fir) is the scalar function, and /2 2 2 2
Aj -U\ -U2 -^3
Sij is the unit tensor whose value is 1 if z = j, and 0 otherwise. The triple correlation between velocity components at P and P' has a similar dependence on a single scalar function; 164, 192-215 (1938) . 2H . P. Robertson, The invariant theory of isotropic turbulence, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 36, [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] (1940).
The scalar function k(r) is in this case an odd function of r, of order r3 when r is small. It is clear from (1.1) and (1.2) that f(r) and k(r) are the correlation coefficients for particular values of the indices and the £,• , viz.
u'2-f(r) = (wXOi-i , u'3-k(r) = («iW,.
%i -r All higher order correlations which involve at least one velocity component at each of the points P and P' depend on more than one scalar function of r. The equations of motion of a viscous incompressible fluid contain both linear and quadratic terms in the velocity components, and it is consequently possible to relate the double and triple velocity correlations. Expressed in terms of the scalar functions f(r) and k(r), this relation becomes the equation for the propagation of the double velocity correlation and has the form d-^JT = *3(k' + *k) + 2+ f /'), (1.3) where dashes to / and k denote differentiation with respect to r, and t is the time. Equation (1.3) has a simple and useful form for the particular value r = 0, when it describes the rate of decay of energy of the turbulence; du'2 iri /2 / s//\ 10m'2 ,
-jj-= lOvU (J")r-0 = ^2-(1.4)
where X is the length parameter previously introduced by Taylor.3 Since the difficulties of measurement become very great as the order of the correlation increases, it is inevitable that Eq. (1.3) should occupy an important place in any practical theories of turbulence. The purpose of this paper is to extract as much information from it as is possible with a minimum of further assumptions, and in particular to deduce the rates of energy decay which are consistent with certain types of behaviour of the function/(r).
It is important to appreciate that Eq. (1.3) represents all the information about the function/(r) which we possess, and is clearly insufficient to permit a complete solution to be obtained. This lack of information for the determination of correlation functions is inherent in averaged equations, and is the penalty paid for this use of the statistical method. Our plan is therefore (a) to discuss suitable limiting cases for which a solution of (1.3) is possible, and (b) to discuss the consequences of simple hypotheses so that their validity can be put to the test of experiment. Types of solution for which the function / is "self-preserving", i.e. for which / is a function only of r/L, where L is a length which depends on the time t, were introduced by v. Karman and Howarth.1 The consequent gain in simplicity of the mathematics is considerable and it is with such solutions that we shall largely be concerned here. There is available sufficient experimental evidence to indicate that the theoretical solutions correspond in some respects with reality and are worth pursuing.
2. Loitsiansky's invariant. We shall have need later of a simple deduction from the where A is a constant during the decay process. Loitsiansky remarks that the relation (2.1) and Eq. (1.3) are consistent with an analogy between the propagation of fu'2, and the propagation of heat in a sphericallysymmetrical five-dimensional field. In such a space the Laplacian operator has the form V2 = -4-4 -dr2^ r dr' so that the last term of Eq. (1.3) represents the effect of molecular conduction provided that fu'2 is the analogue of temperature. The first term on the right side of (1.3) must be interpreted as the effect of convection, and (2.1) shows that this convective effect is such as to leave the total quantity of heat constant. On the basis of this analogy Loitsiansky describes the constant A as a measure of the total quantity of disturbance to the fluid, which is uniquely determined by the initial conditions of the turbulence. It is not without interest to notice the behaviour "of the general moment of the function/(r). Thus at {U'2'J0 dr) = (4 ~ m)w'3 [ kr"-I dr + 2(m ~ 1)(w ~ 4)ra'210 r™ ^ dr (2'2)
provided that m > 1 and (rm'if)" = (rmk)" = 0. When rri = 1 or 0, special formulae are necessary, viz.
Now all the experimental evidence suggests that the function/(r) is everywhere positive and monotonic decreasing, and the signs of the integrals containing / and f can be predicted with safety. There is not very much data about k(r) but measurements at the Cavendish Laboratory show it to be everywhere negative (of zero). It must certainly be negative for small values of r in order to give a positive contribution to the rate of change of mean square vorticity due to random extension of the vortex lines. then the effect of decay is to decrease the coefficients of /jl'° and //, to leave the coefficient of n4 constant and to increase all other coefficients. 3. Self-preserving solutions at Reynolds number which are not large. By Reynolds number which are not large is meant a state of affairs in which X is not small compared with other lengths associated with the function/(r).
Since the length X is already present in the basic Eq. (1.3) (in view of the expression for du'2/dt), it will be convenient mathematically to use X as the scale factor L in any solution for /(r) which preserves its shape over a range of r which includes small values of r. Several possibilities can be considered, the simplest of which is that the correlation functions preserve their shape for all values of r.
The hypothesis whose consequences are to be examined is that
for all values of r, where \p = r/X. Equation ( This leads to n = 1 provided the constant value of R\ is not zero (in which case we should have n > 1, t = °°). When the energy decay law is not such as to make X2 dRj2vR\ dt constant, there is another way in which Eq. (3.2) can be satisfied. This alternative method is suggested by the work of Sedov,7 and will be discussed in section 5. Now the law of energy decay is already fully determined by the assumption of selfpreservation of the correlation function/ for all values of r. For in this case the condition (2.1) becomes u'2 di> = A provided that the integral converges, and thence u'\b is constant during the decay. The energy equation then gives the decay laws as
where A is a constant and t is measured from the instant at which 1/u' -X = 0. This is a power law of energy decay (with n = 5/2) and as shown above, Eq. (3.2) can only be satisfied when R* is constant. Since /4 also varies with t according to (3.5), the two requirements can only be consistent if
Under these circumstances Eq. The requirement R\ = 0 shows that the triple correlations have no influence on the double correlations under the conditions for which a completely self-preserving solution is possible.
Thus it has been shown that a solution in which the function / is completely selfpreserving is only possible -at large decay times and is described by (3.5) and (3.7). This suggests that we should examine conditions as t -* °° in order to see if such a selfpreserving solution does in fact exist there. It is not difficult to see at once that the answer is likely to be in the affirmative. The correlation function f(\p) certainly has the same (parabolic) form for all values of t for <<C 1, and the only alternative to an approach to a definite shape as t -* °° is an oscillation of the remaining part of the curve. Such an oscillation does not seem appropriate to the problem.
However, more definite evidence that f(yp) is independent of t when t is large can be obtained from the basic equation. For consider (2.3) in the form r.
k a --6 -.
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All the measurements of /(r) which have hitherto been made have shown it to be everywhere positive and we may safely assume the expression within brackets on the left side to be positive and, in view of the existence of a parabolic variation for r/X <<C 1, non-zero, for all values of t. Also, as discussed in section 2, the evidence is that k is everywhere negative (or zero), so that
<3-8>
Suppose now that when t is large, the decay of u' and X conforms to the general laws (3.3). In the first place, n cannot be less than or equal to one, for (3.8) then requires •Rx Jo t/\ f d r/X to decrease indefinitely and to become negative as t . Secondly, the inequality (3.8) requires the expression in brackets on the left side to vary as some power of t not greater than 1 -n, whereas the factors in this expression show that it varies as some power of t not less than 1 -n. Hence the power can only be 1 -n and f o r/X f d r/\ tends to a constant when t is large, which shows that / tends to become a function only of r/X. Notice that the assumption k < 0 is over-sufficient; the deduction is only rendered invalid if /" k d r/X is positive and increases as some power of t not less than (n -l)/2.
It is thus possible to make quite definite predictions about the turbulence when t is large. Making assumptions about / and k which are well supported by experiment, and assuming that the energy decay follows a power law (3.3), it can be shown that f{r) preserves its shape when t is large. Then Loitsiansky's invariant relation shows that the decay laws must be as in (3.5). Finally the fundamental equation for / gives the solution (3.7). The dependence of these deductions on a decay law of the type specified by (3.3) when t is large does not seem likely to be critical. The law of energy decay is obtained by putting r = 0 in (4.2), i.e.°o
Thus, in general, the solution depends upon, and is uniquely determined by, the function F(r, 0). Loitsiansky describes these initial conditions as referring to a "point source of strength A" since the analogous problem in the five-dimensional field is simply the spread of heat from an initial point source. Millionshtchikov has also obtained this special solution and remarks that it describes the turbulence which exists subsequent to an initial random distribution of concentrated line eddies, provided that the effect of triple correlations is ignored. Since the triple velocity correlations cannot be neglected in the early stages of the decay when u' is not small compared with the characteristic velocity of the turbulence-producing device, Millionshtchikov's interpretation of the initial conditions (4.4) cannot be regarded as having physical reality.
v. Karman and Howarth considered the particular set of solutions of (4.1) which are functions of r/(yt)1/2 only, i.e. a self-preserving solution was assumed. The solution (4.6) is the only solution of this kind if certain conditions concerning the behaviour of f(r) are accepted, v. Karman and Howarth gave a family of self-preserving solutions of (4.1) with the quantity a, = vt/A2, as parameter, viz.
where x = r/(vt)1/2, and Mk,m(z) is the same solution of the confluent hypergeometric equation as that defined by Whittaker and Watson (Modern analysis, 1927, p. 337) and denoted by this symbol. The solution (4.6) corresponds to the particular value a = Now when a < \, the expression (4.7) is proportional to x-20" when x is large. If the restriction that the various moments of fir) should all be finite -is accepted on intuitive physical grounds, then certain values of a can be rejected. In particular, if the fourth moment /" r4 f dr (which occurs in the invariant of Sec. 2) is required to be finite then all values of a less than J must be rejected.
On the other hand, when a > \, the expression (4.7) becomes negative for certain values of r since it has the expansion --I1+s *-©"} <-> valid for all finite values of x (Whittaker and Watson, p. 337). (Note that although the fourth moment Jo r4 / dr converges when a > |, the invariant relation of section 2 cannot be employed to obtain a definite value for a and thence a definite decay law, because the solution makes the fourth moment vanish and A is constant whatever the energy decay law). Negative values of / have never been measured, so that there are some physical grounds for rejecting values of a greater than J. Thus when these restrictions are applied, v. Karman and Howarth's family of self-preserving solutions reduces to the single solution (4.6). Both restrictions are of course implicit in Loitsiansky's analogy with the propagation of heat in a spherically-symmetrical five-dimensional field. Let us return now to the general solution (4.2), with its associated decay law (4.3), which satisfies the Eq. These limiting forms show that if the correlation f(r, t) and turbulence intensity u'2 are calculated on the assumption that the triple correlation is without effect, the solutions obtained tend to the forms (4.5) and (4.6) as t -> oo whatever the choice of conditions at.< = 0. The common limiting form is a self-preserving solution, so that there is here further support for the contention of the previous section that a self-preserving solution does exist when t is large, and that it is given by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6).
In a later work9 Millionshtchikov made an attempt to determine the effect of triple correlations at decay times which are not large, using a reiterative method. However his attempt is based upon the existence of the solution (4.6) as a first approximation and leads only to solutions which have the same self-preserving character. Since a selfpreserving solution has been shown to be possible only when t is large, it is questionable whether Millionshtchikov's approximate solutions at decay times which are not large have any significance.* 5. Partially self-preserving solutions at Reynolds number which are not large. It has been seen that a correlation function which is completely self-preserving can only occur when the decay time is large. On the other hand, it is known that some measure of self-preservation exists when t is not large. The function / is always parabolic near r = 0. Recent experiments5 have indicated that the expansion of / in powers of r/\ as far as the term of fourth degree, and of k as far as the term of third degree, are independent of t at decay times which are not large. This suggests that we should explore the consequences of assuming partially self-preserving solutions for the correlation functions. We therefore write
for a range of values of r, 0 < r < I, where I is an unknown length. From the above evidence I must be at least as great as the maximum valud of r for which a fourth degree polynominal gives a good representation of/(r). The fundamental Eq. (1.3) again reduces to the form (3.2) for the restricted range of r, viz.
Since the hypothesis leaves arbitrary the behaviour of the correlation functions at large values of r, we cannot make use of the invariant relation of Sec. 2. The energy 9M. Millionshtchikov, On the theory of homogeneous isotropic turbulence, C. R. Acad. Sci. U. R. S. S.
32, 615-621 (1941).
*A further criticism of Millionshtchikov's work is that he has omitted to take into consideration the correlation between two velocity components and the pressure when determining the relation between triple and quadruple velocity correlations. His idea of determining quadruple velocity correlations from the approximation that the relation between double and quadruple correlations is as it is for a Gaussian distribution of the sums of velocity components at two points seems to be useful and to warrant further exploitation. [Vol. VI, No. 2 decay laws are therefore not prescribed as they were in the case of completely selfpreserving solutions and there will be a degree of indeterminacy in the deductions. It was mentioned in Sec. 3 that there are in general two methods of satisfying Eq. (3.2) for non-zero ranges of \p and t. According to the first method, in which the energy decay follows a power law, R* is constant and for non-zero values of this constant we have n = 1, i.e. 2) relating / and k, since measurements of k are difficult to make and no results have yet been published. However, measurements of u' at different stages of decay have frequently been made, and the validity of (5.1) can be assessed. The evidence for the law of energy decay has been discussed by Dryden.11 The data from different sources are not wholly consistent, but inasmuch as any one law does describe the experimental relations, it is u'~2 ~ f, where n lies between one and two. In more recent experiments at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge,6 the decay of X has been measured simultaneously with that of u' and the energy equation has in this case provided a check on the consistency of the two sets of measurements. It was in fact found that the relations (5.1) were obeyed to a quite high degree of accuracy for the decay range 40 M / U < t < 120 M/ U, where M and U are the periodic length and velocity associated with the turbulence-producing grid and were varied over the range 5.5 X 103 < UM/v < 2.2 X 104. Under these same conditions it was found, as mentioned above, that f(r) arid k(r) were self-preserving during decay at least as far as the terms in r4 and r3 respectively. The above experiments are therefore quite consistent with the postulate of limited self-preservation and with the deductions obtained by using the first method of satisfying Eq. (3.2). A point left open is the value of I, which presumably can be determined by the region of validity of the relation (5.2).
According to the second method of satisfying Eq. where K is a constant of integration, and
It will be seen in a moment that a is necessarily negative and it is then evident from has the general features of measured energy decay curves. i?x increases with decay time and asymptotes to a constant value -b/a. It follows that u'~2 and X2 asymptote to the values {-a/b) \()t/v and 10 vt respectively as t increases.
"This might be regarded as a hint that the solution is physically impossible. However I have not been able to find any definite anomalies.
It might be argued that this method of satisfying Eq. (3.2) has thus far led to predictions which are not inconsistent with experiment, since we cannot be sure that the asymptotic variation (IiK = constant) does not occur over the range of decay times used in the experiments mentioned earlier. But the Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) determining the functions /(^) and k(ip) make possible a further comparison with experiment. There is available sufficient experimental evidence to determine the value of the constant a in (5.5). It has been found5 that when r is sufficiently small, the function k(r) has the form k(r) = -| s{~), (5.9) where S is an absolute constant (of value about 0.39) for the ranges of decay times and mesh Reynolds numbers used in the experiments. There are also theoretical reasons,12 derived from Kolmogoroff's theory of locally isotropic turbulence,13 for believing that S is an absolute constant whenever the Reynolds number is sufficiently high. when, as is here the case, a < J. Knowing the value to which u'\/v tends according to this method of satisfying the requirement of limited self-preservation of the correlation functions, it is thus possible to determine/. Figure 2 shows not/, but the related double correlation function g, which, in the notation of Sec. 1, is given by u'2g(r) = (iUiU',)i=i . Mr. A. A. Townsend and the author hope that it will soon be possible to present measurements of g(r) during decay under different conditions in order to determine the validity of the solution (5.13). Assuming that the measurements show u'\/v to be constant at decay times which are not too large and that self-preservation of the function f(r) during decay occurs over a limited range 0 < r < I, then agreement between experiment and the curves of where / is given by the expression (5.13), and that at decay times which are sufficiently small the decay of u' is such that u'\/v increases from a small value to its asymptotic value R{ . On the other hand, lack of confirmation of the curves of Fig. 2 would show that the first method of satisfying Eq. (3.2) is valid, i.e. that u'\/v is constant over the whole of the decay range for which limited self-preservation holds and that k is de-
The function f(ip) is not prescribed by this method of satisfying (3.2), except in the particular case mentioned below. The case in which R*, or in the second method, is very small (but constant) is particularly interesting, for the two methods of satisfying (3.2) then lead to identical approximate equations for/(i^), viz.
The solution is shown in Fig. 2 and it can be predicted that the correlation function f(r) will approximate to this shape at low Reynolds numbers of turbulence over the range of values of r for which this same correlation preserves its form during decay. 6. Solutions at high Reynolds number, (a) No assumption of self-preservation. Using the energy Eq. (1.4), the basic Eq. (1.3) can be written »'(*'+t) -1 -+>"+(6-1>
We compare the orders of magnitudes of the two termŝ and f" + When r is sufficiently small for / to be represented by the parabola 1 -r2/2X2, these terms are of equal order of magnitude, however small X may be. Now when the Reynolds number of the turbulence is increased observation shows that the correlation curve does not change appreciably outside the parabolic region, the change being confined to a diminution in the value of X. The first of the two terms will therefore become relatively large at high Reynolds numbers for values of r lying beyond the parabolic region, and the approximate form of (6.1) is »'(*'+?)-%-¥■ <6-2>
It is possible to integrate Eq. (6.2) if r is further restricted to be sufficiently small for the approximation / = 1 to be valid. In this case, The range in which. (6.4) can be expected to apply is rather restricted. In the first place, the Reynolds number must be large enough for (6.2) to apply, r must be large enough to lie outside the parabolic region of f(r), but in view of the requirement of high Reynolds number this is not an important limitation. More important is the requirement that r should be small enough for the value of / to be close to unity. The meaning of (6.4) is evidently that at large Reynolds numbers, the region near the origin in which k(r) is cubic becomes small and the curve tends to a straight line with a slope which is determined by the turbulence Reynolds number Rx. This discussion is substantially that already given by Kolmogoroff.13
(b) Self-preserving solutions. Under the assumed conditions of high Reynolds number, the dissipation length parameter X is small compared with other lengths associated with the turbulence. In the limit, X is zero and the tangent to the correlation function f{r) at r = 0 is not horizontal, but makes an angle with the abscissa which is probably 90°. In discussing self-preserving solutions at high Reynolds numbers it is no longer possible to use X as the reference length and some other length L associated with f(r) will be employed. We specifically permit \/L to vary during decay, since we should otherwise merely repeat the analysis of Sec. 3.
The present hypothesis is thus Kr) = fix), k(r) = k(x), x = jj (6.5) for a range of values of r to be specified later. The reference length L must of course be defined by values of the function/(r) within the range of r for which (6.5) is to hold. The basic equation ( This equation shows that the quantities u' and L may be considered as characteristic of the whole turbulence in a calculation of the work done against Reynolds stresses, as indeed is to be expected when the correlation functions preserve their shape during decay. Perhaps less to be expected is that this expression for the energy decay remains valid (as will be seen later) when the correlation functions are only partially self-preserving. When r is small and / may be replaced by unity, Eq. At the present time, we have not got sufficient evidence at high Reynolds numbers of turbulence to determine the validity of the decay laws (6.19) and the correlation relation (6.21).
If, on the other hand, the hypothesis of partial self-presarvation only is made, the value of AB remains arbitrary and deductions about the decay laws finish at the relations (6.15)-(6.17). We can consider one or two consequences of particular values of AB. The assumption of large Reynolds numbers entered the analysis via the postulate that L/\ is large. Since (6.15) and (6.17) show that n the present analysis the viscous term (i.e. the last on the right side) is assumed to be without effect, so that the remaining terms must be of equal order, i.e. a = /3. Moreover, with the assumption made previously that J™ k dr < 0, the term on the left of (6.23) must be negative and consequentlŷ
-2AB 5 + AB '
The first term on the right side of (6.23) thus varies as a power of t which is less than (-1), and the viscous term will only be of smaller order if AB < 5. Since L/X increases indefinitely with t when AB > 5, we have here an inconsistency which prohibits such values of AB except at small values of t. The case AB -5 leads to the decay laws u'~2 •-' t, L2 ~ X2 = 10 vt.
Since L/X is constant, there is no tendency for the approximation on which the solution is based to become invalid as t increases. Nevertheless such decay laws cannot persist indefinitely. When t is large, the first term on the right side of (6.23) must vary as some power of t not less than (-1) if the viscous term is not to become dominant; however such a variation with t requires So(,r/L)fd(r/L) to approach -oo, which is impossible. Finally, when AB < 5, L/X diminishes as t increases so that there comes a time when the postulate of high Reynolds number ceases to be valid; the case AB = 2 deduced from complete self-preservation is in this category. The system is here naturally unstable, whereas if the case AB > 5 occurs at all some secondary factor disturbs the system before t becomes large. Thus none of the regimes deduced for large Reynolds number are possible for indefinitely large times of decay.
7. Conclusion. The various hypotheses discussed in the last three sections, and the deductions made from them, are summarized in the following table.
In conclusion, it should be noted that even if the deductions listed in the table are found to be in agreement with the appropriate measurements, the analysis of this paper does not by any means constitute a solution to the problem of the decay of isotropic turbulence. All that can be inferred from agreement with experiment is that the decay process takes place in a certain manner, for example, with self-preservation of the correlation functions for a certain range of r and all that this implies. (The deductions about the turbulence as t -* <», or when r is small and the Reynolds number is large, are exceptions to this statement since no hypotheses were required in these cases). In other words, the hypotheses of the above table are mathematical in origin and, so far, have no physical raison d'etre. The task now is to find physical reasons why the decay process for t not large takes place as it does; indeed this might be said to have always been the chief problem of research on isotropic turbulence. Kolmogoroff's similarity hypotheses13,12 are physical notions which promise to "explain" very successfully the structure of the turbulence (at high Reynolds number) at any instant. When we obtain equally convincing physical ideas about the way in which the governing parameters of this structure change from instant to instant, then our progress in the problem of isotropic turbulence will be considerable.
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